Case Report

Detection of the Chinese Genotype of Infectious Bronchitis Virus (QX-type) in Iran
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Abstract

Case Report: Recently a 20-day-old layer flock with mortality has been submitted to the PCR Lab. Infectious Bronchitis Virus (IBV) has been detected in the clinical samples.

Results: A phylogenetic tree based on a partial S1 gene sequence showed Iranian IBV variant located in LX4-type cluster. This cluster include all QXIBV-type detected in China and European countries. The highest sequence homology (> 99%) was found with that of a group of the Chinese QX but less similarity with European QX-like (>95%) and another Chinese QXIBV (>94%).

Conclusion: Comparison of Nucleotides sequence with H120 and 4/91 IB vaccines shows only 76.9 and 79.7 identity, respectively.
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Introduction

Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) is prevalent in most parts of the world where intensive poultry industry operates. This coronavirus causes a highly contagious respiratory disease in chickens. Nevertheless, the virus can affect the kidney and reproductive tract (1). Being the largest known RNA virus, IBV has a great ability to create different forms of antigenic and genotypic types by genetic recombination and spontaneous mutation. If genetic changes occur in hypervariable region of the spike (S) gene, new variant may emerge. Even tiny changes in the genome may lead to the appearance of new serotype and protectotype (1).

Only Massachusetts and 793/B serotypes of IBV have been reported from Iran. Moreover, several reports have emphasized the continuing dominance of 793/B serotype (2-4). However, it is possible that there exist more different IB variants in Iran, since specific primers have been used in these studies (1). Since 2010, clinical samples suspected to be Infectious Bronchitis (IB) have been submitted to PCR Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (Tehran, Iran). In the lab, detection and strain identification of IBV has been conducted using high-resolution melting curve analysis (HRM). New variants of IBV detected by using HRM have been reported consequently (5).

The primary aim of this investigation was to identify the new variant of infection bronchitis virus in Iran.
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Case Presentation

Recently a 20-day-old layer flock with mortality has been submitted to the PCR Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (Tehran, Iran). Application of a Real-Time PCR following HRM analysis revealed that an unidentified IBV is circulating in the poultry farms in Iran. With the intention of further characterization of the new virus, partial S1 gene amplified and sequenced. Total RNA was extracted according to the previously described method (6). To describe briefly, the clinical samples were placed in 400µl RLT buffer with 1% B-mercaptoethanol for 2h at 4°C to be lysed. RNA extracted by spin columns bedded with Qiaex II suspension matrix beads (Qiagen) and made clear in 50µl diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water. The protocols and primers previously described have been used to amplify S1 (7). The PCR products were detected by gel electrophoresis (BioRad, United State) in 1% agarose (UltraPure Agarose, invitrogen) gel in TBE buffer. PCR products were then purified using High Pure PCR Product Kit (Roche, Germany) according to manufacture instructions. PCR products were sequenced in both directions. The nucleotide sequences were aligned and edited using MEGA5 (8). The nucleotide sequences were aligned with sequence of known strains of IBV to find the exact relationship among them. Phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using MEGA version 5 (8).

Results

Comparative analysis of partial S1 nucleotide sequence was performed to find similarities among the new virus identified in Iran (submitted to GenBank, accession JX477827) and different strains of IB including commercial vaccines available in Iran. The highest sequence homology (>99%) which was detected with that of a group of Chinese QX (ck/CH/LSD/090708) was not found as high with another Chinese QXIBV (>94%) and European QX-like (>95%). Upon comparison between Nucleotides sequences, only 76.9 and 79.7 identity was shown respectively with H120 and 4/91 IB vaccines.

The report delivered in this article is, to our best knowledge, the first local one confirming the presence of QXIBV-type in Iran. A phylogenetic tree based on a partial S1 gene sequence showed Iranian IBV variant located in A2-type or LX4-type cluster (Fig. 1). This cluster include all QXIBV-type formerly detected in China and European countries (9-11).

Discussion

Historically, Infectious bronchitis virus has been known as a respiratory pathogen. Later, other clinical manifestations and postmortem signs associated with IBV have been reported. The virus can cause significant reduction in egg production and quality and also kidney damage. Abnormal oviduct at sexual maturity has been known as a consequence of early expose of female chicks to IBV from long time ago. Highly undifferentiated and immature oviduct may be affected by IBV. Epithelial cells in oviduct are the target ones. Damage due to IBV infection can result in permanent disorder in oviduct. Affected birds do not lay at sexual maturity and known as “false layers”. Affected flocks fail to reach a satisfactory egg production rate. Variation in virulence for oviduct among the IBV’s has been reported. Massachusetts and T strains have shown virulence for oviduct (12,13). Since 2003, a new variant associate with “false layer” has continually been detected in Europe. The IBV QX genotype was first detected in China in 1988. Clinical signs associated with QX strain include proventiculitis and nephritis in China and “false layer” and nephritis in European countries (10). Experimental evidence showed that Chinese QX caused oviduct damage like the European QX-like viruses (14). In the present case, interestingly, twenty-one days after the detection of IBV, the dilated oviduct filled with serum-like fluid was obvious at postmortem examination (Fig. 2). It is also fair to say that not only have the origin of this virus and the means through which it was introduced to Iran been unclear to
date and in need of more scrutiny, but also the prevalence rate of the new virus among Iranian chicken flock is yet to be further studied. However, as for the former, considering the replication of IBV in Anseriforms, it has been hypothesized that these wild birds may serve as
media of dissemination of the virus to a new faraway geographic place (15)
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